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Land
Acknowledgment
I live on stolen land once known as Tovaangar. It was the 
home of the Gabrieliño/Tongva peoples, who were the 
stewards of this land before it was settled. Tovaangar 
was occupied and colonized by Spain in the 1700s and 
then by Mexico in the 1800s. In 1846, the United States 
declared war on Mexico in order to take possession of 
the Los Angeles region, California and other lands in the 
West. I live in the city of Los Angeles that continues to 
evolve within the structures of capitalism.

As we talk about moving from collective trauma and 
collective care, I feel it's critical to name how settler 
colonialism, at its core, is retraumatizing to the humans 
who stewarded the land as well as to the land itself. We 
must consider how reciprocity, care, and thriving was 
disrupted through this process and continues today.
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www.landback.org
www.josephmpierce.com



I'm a Feminist Healing Coach, Writer, and Library Advocate 
who values curiosity, humility, unlearning, vulnerability, 
connection, compassion, and liberation.

I came into this work directly from librarianship, but really, the 
origin story is deeper. It is rooted in my ancestors and the way 
I desire to relate to others, connect to their reality, while 
staying committed to who I am.

I want to live in a world where work is less of a burden and 
more of an exploration and where we can choose to relate to 
others...or not...while being in integrity. I dream of ways of 
imagining how we can thrive, even if it means we have to do 
the hard stuff, where feelings aren't seen as "unprofessional", 
and where trauma-informed care is the norm, not the 
exception.

Who Am I?



Without these relationships, I would not be me. 

Thank you to my parents, brother, and ancestors.

Thank you to Audre Lorde, bell hooks, and Angela Davis for 
your radical teachings.

Thank you to Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha, Mia 
Mingus, and Alice Wong for your tremendous work in 
disability justice.

Thank you to Nedra Glover Tawwab and Mia Birdsong for 
teaching me how to show up for myself and others.

Thank you to Stephen Porges, Deb Dana, Cassandra 
Solano, and Margeaux Feldman for teaching me about the 
nervous system.

Thank you to my current teachers James-Olivia Chu 
Hillman and Simone Seol for always loving when there's 
more of me.

gratitude



What surface is beneath you?

I am on dark grey laminate wood.

Let's GEt Grounded,
Literally



Today, I want share...

What's happening
today?

how trauma protects us
how collective trauma can 
meet collective care
what it means to thrive and 
impact the world from your 
worth, values, and boundaries
what to do with all these 
feelings!





The Librarians
are not Okay

Anne Helen Petersen

"We are not okay. And if we want to get through this, if we don’t 
want to be miserable, if we want to do these jobs that we would 

theoretically delight in if we weren’t so damn tired and 
overextended, then we need to change some things. Not just say 
that we’ll think about changing them, but actually change them, 

and continue to iterate and change them, until we arrive at 
something that works."



Individual trauma results from an event, series
of events, or set of circumstances that is
experienced by an individual as physically or
emotionally harmful or life threatening and
that has lasting adverse effects on the
individual’s functioning and mental, physical,
social, emotional, or spiritual well-being.

SAMHSA

What is trauma?



“Trauma is not a flaw or a weakness. It is a
highly effective tool of safety and survival.
Trauma is also not an event. Trauma is the
body’s protective response to an event—or a
series of events—that it perceives as
potentially dangerous.”

Resmaa Menakem, My Grandmother's Hands:
Racialized Trauma and the Pathway to
Mending Our Hearts and Bodies

trauma is protective



trauma responses can look like

people pleasing 
(saying yes when 

you mean no)

projecting on 
others

isolation

overworking

disruptive sleep

disengaging

not thinking you 
have needs 

because they’ve 
never been met

reactive 
verbal/non- 

verbal language

complacency

dissociating

crying
anger



Aside from primary trauma that we 
experience personally and 
intergenerational trauma that's 
passed down generationally via 
epigenetics due to colonization, 
enslavement, patriarchy, ableism, 
classism, and other oppressive 
structures - we have all experienced 
the effects of COVID. 

covid is a 
collective trauma



We have all experienced it in different 
locations with different family 
structures and different health 
requirements and different losses.

In the midst of it, the systems of 
oppression and supremacy continue 
to reinforce racial  violence, global 
war, and climate collapse...which is 
then retraumatizing, especially if you 
live in a marginalized body.

covid is a 
collective trauma



The care that is necessary for the collective 
to thrive
Responsibility + Accountability
Showing up for ourselves in a way that helps 
us show up for others
Knowing your values
Remembering that we are all worthy and 
supremacist systems tell us otherwise

What is 
collective care?



our nervous systems 
are exhausted



Our nervous systems are designed to keep us 
safe.
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Our nervous systems are designed to keep us 
safe.

Safety is the absence of threat and the presence 
of connection.

It keeps us safe by mobilizing us, connecting us 
with ourselves and others, protecting us from 
threat by going into fight or flight, freeze, or 
shutting down completely to preserve energy.

our nervous systems 
are exhausted





BUT...

There's a difference between true life threats 
and how our body perceives threats.

Our nervous system doesn't have eyes, nor does 
it know our age. It is using past embodied 
information and experiences to keep us safe.

This is a GOOD thing, and we have the power of 
discernment.

our nervous systems 
are exhausted



Uncertainty keeps us cautious.
Uncertainty fosters mistrust.
Uncertainty puts us into fight, flight, 
freeze, and shut down.
Uncertainty detaches.

uncertainty



we can co-regulate
we have internal resources
we can slow down and remember

1.
2.
3.

what is true?



Offer gratitude - "I appreciate you"
Check in and show up for others, 
and also ask yourself...

Are you putting work on them?
Are you forcing yourself to show 
up?

Remember that you don't have 
figure it all out alone
Pets!

WHO is safe for you?

1. Co-Regulation 



Breath
Feelings
Thoughts
Movement

So often, as library workers, our 
focus is on external resources.

AND we have so many internal 
resources to access:

2. Internal 
access services



Is this actually urgent? Am I pressuring 
myself to get this done? Is someone else 
pressuring me to get this done? Am I more 
worthy if I do this thing?
How can I remember LIFE right now?

Nature
Movement
Memory

Urgency is a characteristic of white 
supremacy culture (Okun, 2021):

Ask yourself:

3. Slow Down 
and Remember



Thriving exists in 
the present



embody your 
worth, impact 
the world

SYSTEMS: capitalism, white supremacy, 
colonization, imperialism, meritocracy, 
heteronormativity, classism, patriarchy, 
ableism, religion, healthcare

SOCIALIZATION: gender, primary caretakers, 
birth order, personal identity, family 
structure, culture, class, profession, colorism

NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONSES: fight, flight, 
freeze, collapse, play, stillness, connect AND 
the sensations, feelings, thoughts, & stories 
that come for the ride

VALUES: what you are committed to, what 
you want to shine out toward the world and 
receive in return
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Your values are what you are committed to. They 
can be contextual based on personal, professional, 
family experience, etc. They can change. 
Commitment doesn't have to mean forever, it 
evolves.

When you know your values, you can map them to 
boundaries that you need, not in order to control 
others, but to make space for yourself as well as 
the relationships that serve you...even in the 
workplace.

Grounding in
your values



We all might want changed behavior AND you're 
doing what you can so you can have space to 
make the best decisions for you, which also 
affects the collective.

Responsibility and accountability are also key here.

values connect
to boundaries



“One of the things I remind myself—and my loved 
ones remind me when I forget—is that my no isn’t 
just a no, it is also a yes. When I’m clear enough 
to say no to what I don’t want, then I have 
more room to say yes to what I do want. I can’t 
have my true yeses without the nos.”
Mia Birdsong, How We Show Up: Reclaiming Family, Friendship, and Community



Consent and choice are pillars of being trauma-
informed. And, when we are trauma-informed with
ourselves, we can see the value and benefits of being
trauma-informed with others.

What choices do you have when you create a
boundary? And also consider what choices other
people may or may not have.

boundaries give
you choices



We get to ask for help and celebrate everyone's 
strengths
We realize which relationships aren't serving us
We see our value and values and show up with it
We reflect about and engage in accountability
We don't engage when we haven't cared for our own 
capacity (aka projecting on others)

Being grounded in your individuality is also a way or knowing 
that others are unique as well. It means we have strengths 
that others don't have and vice versa.

How is this collective care?

Care Bear Energy!



“Amoretta Morris, a wise woman I know who is
rethinking philanthropy, wrote, 'It's okay to ask for
help. In fact, by doing so, you are taking part in the
divine circle of giving and receiving. While we often
focus on what the request means for the
asker/recipient, we should remember that giving can be
transformative for the helper....By not asking for help
when you need it, you are blocking that flow.'"

Mia Birdsong, How We Show Up: Reclaiming Family, Friendship, and Community



Safety, belonging, 
and dignity

In The Politics of Trauma, Staci K. Haines talks about 
safety, belonging, and dignity as inherent human 

needs.
 

Sometimes we don't want to make boundaries 
because we want to belong. But sometimes not 

making boundaries means that we are overriding our 
own dignity and integrity. And when you do that, 

you're doing everyone a disservice, including yourself, 
by putting on a mask that also overrides your ability 

to thrive.



Who has the 
privilege to belong?

Assimilating is some thing I became really good at as a 
child. As a Brown girl in a predominately white suburbs 

outside of Chicago, all I wanted were friends. So I hid my 
"smelly" food and the ways we did things at home 

because they were different. It was a survival 
mechanism that is still in me today.

 

So it has taken me not just more time, but a different 
effort, to remove that mask and see my own dignity, to 

remember my belonging, and to reframe what is a 
threat and what is safe so I can thrive..



Who has the 
privilege to belong?

And supremacy culture reminds us that whiteness, 
succeeding in meritocracy, being able-bodied, and 
adhering to gender norms is normal and makes us 

more believe we are worthy. So how does this shape 
belonging? How does this affect our ability to even 

feel like we are thriving? How does this subconsciously 
inform how we keep pushing ourselves to be more 

worthy when we already are? 
 

This affects EVERYONE.



Some reminders about feelings...

so many 
feelings!

Feelings are information

You are not your feelings

Emotional intelligence isn't just about 
being aware of your feelings, it's 
about FEELING them

Feelings are not problems



When we problematize feelings, 
the following happens:

so many 
feelings!

We ignore the information our 
body is telling us

We reinforce white supremacist 
patriarchal Eurocentric "rationality"

We focus on the "dirty" pain



CLEAN PAIN
The very normal human feelings 
that come up that might not feel 
so great in our body

clean pain & 
Dirty pain

DIRTY PAIN
What we make the "clean pain" 
mean



I am out of control
Angry people are violent
I need to calm down

anger
What we might make it mean, especially if 
your identit(ies) don't "allow" for this feeling:



This thing that happened is messed up!
I have to fight this because I have been 
harmed.
I'm so tired of this injustice.
I feel trapped and need this energy to 
escape.
Anger is sad's bodyguard.

anger
What it might actually mean...



I am being too emotional
If I cry, I'm weak
Everyone will think I'm depressed - aka 
mental illness or shifts are "bad"

SADNESS
What we might make it mean, especially if 
your identit(ies) don't "allow" for this feeling:



Care and love is within me.
This is a part of grief. Grief is a normal 
process of life. Grief is love that has 
nowhere to go.
Sadness helps me slow down and 
remember what matters to me.
I want a better world.

Sadness
What it might actually mean...



it's okay to have "negative" 
feelings?
allowing your body to feel 
those feelings helps you thrive 
in challenging situations?
bypassing your feelings is a 
way of denying your humanity 
and yourself, and, therefore, is 
dishonest?

What if...



The skill you choose when you want to 
manifest your will to the other. This is 
what’s happening right now. It’s your 
verbal message and your non-verbal 
message aligning.

Alignment of (a) verbal message (b) body 
language (c) awareness of mind (d) 
experience of myself

I + verb: I anger, I smile, I cry, I please, I 
protect

congruence



MENTIMETER

I + verb:   I listen, I ignore, I accept,
I thrive, I remember, I sigh

what is your 
congruence?



WE JUST DID IT!

COLLECTIVE 
TRAUMA MEETS 
COLLECTIVE CARE



“Contrary to what we may have been taught 
to think, unnecessary and unchosen suffering 
wounds us but need not scar us for life. It does 
mark us. What we allow the mark of our 
suffering to become is in our own hands.”

bell hooks, All About Love: New Visions



Drop it in the chat!

How can you be 
sweet to 
yourself today?



Thank you + 
Questions!

@healinghypegirl

Instagram

www.nishaland.com

website

nisha@nishaland.com

email
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